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Abstract—Holographic 3DTV and especially
tracting more attention. There are SLM based
totypes. Current images can be viewed from
angle. Satisfactory holographic displays can be
a decade.

from being adequate for a satisfactory 3D replay. Better quality
3D replay is achieved as degree of directional recording ability
increases. Directional (and intensity) distribution is recorded
in the form of interference patterns in holography.
Still holography has been demonstrated since 1960’s [4].
Holographic movies are also made. Electro-holography is a
term used since 1980’s to describe electronically re-writable
holographic display devices so that a holographic video (holographic 3DTV) can be achieved. An early electro-holography
display device that used acousto-optic modulators was Mark
I of MIT [5]. More recent systems are based on liquid crystal
devices, focused light arrays, optically addressed spatial modulators or digital micromirror devices [3]. However, holographic
video displays are still in their infancy: there are only a few
laboratory systems with quite limited capabilities. Reduced
forms of holographic displays, such as eye-tracking single
viewer devices, have been recently commercialized [6].

displays are atlaboratory proa very narrow
expected within

I. B RIEF H ISTORY
Interest in 3D video is rising [1]. All functional units in the
3D video production and delivery chain, like capture, transmission and display are important for a good quality, but the
display has a special significance since the end-user interacts
directly with it [2], [3]. However, most of the 3D video systems
in the past, and at present, are based on stereoscopy. Stereoscopy is based primarily on human perception and has many
problems; a well known deficiency of stereoscopy reveals itself
as “eye fatigue” which is a term used to describe the motion
sickness type of a feeling that the viewers get within minutes
of viewing experience, especially if the stereoscopic video
has alignment problems. Perfect alignment, usually achieved
as a consequence of end-to-end digital technologies, reduces
the eye fatigue, but intrinsic focus-vergence mismatch still
creates an unusual viewing experience. True 3D, on the other
hand, is a term which describes viewer independent physical
duplication of volume-filing light fields. A true 3D system
attempts to record light distributions, and then tries to create
exact optical duplicates of the original light distribution, at
another place, and maybe at another time. If the duplication is
perfect, any observer, human or else, who is interacting with
the recreated light will see exactly the same 3D environment as
if looking into the original 3D scene, since the recreated light
field will be the same as the original. Holography is a true 3D
imaging technique. However, many parameters and physical
restrictions associated with holography still prevent perfect
duplication, and thus fidelity degrades. Integral imaging can
also be categorized as a form of true 3D imaging technique
provided that large microlens arrays are employed. Successful
true 3D imaging systems, and therefore, displays are essential
in achieving ghost-like images as depicted in many popular
movies.
It is absolutely necessary to record the intensity and direction of light as it propagates in a 3D volume for a successful
3D recording. Any recording device, including classical video
cameras, somehow record some degree of directional information in addition to intensity. However, a classical 2D camera
has a very restricted directional recording ability, and that is far
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II. A N OVERVIEW OF H OLOGRAPHIC V IDEO D ISPLAYS
Almost all holographic displays are currently flat-surface
devices with small sizes. It is desirable to write a complex
valued interference pattern on such a device which will
then diffract the light. Transmissive systems diffract the light
passing through them, whereas, reflective devices operate in
a mirror-like manner by diffracting the reflected light. The
diffraction angle is a function of 2D pattern frequency over
the device, where large diffraction angles are possible if high
spatial frequency diffraction patterns can be written. Therefore,
it is highly desirable to have display devices which can support
as high as possible spatial frequency patterns. Since most of
the currently available devices are pixellated arrays, this means
that very small pixel sizes are needed; pixels whose sizes are
in the order of wavelength are highly desirable. Liquid crystal
(LC) spatial light modulators (SLMs) are commonly used for
such purposes. Liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) SLMs are
quite popular [3], [7]. However, currently available minimum
pixel size is in the order of a few microns (typical pixel
sizes are 6-20 µm). Unfortunately, only a few degrees of
diffraction angles are possible with such rather large pixel
size devices. Furthermore, currently available SLM sizes are
in the full-HDTV range with approximately 2K by 1K pixel
arrays. The physical size is in the order of 2cm × 1cm .
That leads to quite small reconstructed images which can
only be seen from a very narrow viewing angle. Another
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problem associated with a pixellated device is the higher order
diffractions that result in many undesirable duplicates of the
reconstruction. Therefore, it is highly desirable to have a large
fill-factor, and a smooth surface across the entire SLM to
reduce the power in higher diffraction orders. Yet another
common problem is the difficulty in writing complex valued
patterns; almost all practical systems are either magnitudeonly, or phase-only devices. Losing either the magnitude or
phase variation degrades the reconstruction quality; phase-only
systems provide better performance compared to magnitudeonly systems in terms of quality.
A holographic display device which dynamically writes
holographic fringes on a surface acoustic wave crystal by
feeding multiple time-varying signals was also proposed [8].
It is also possible to use conventional LCD panels that are
intended for computer or TV monitors as holographic displays.
However, very large pixel sizes will result in extremely small
diffraction angles. A commercial system uses such a display,
but then employes a directionally adjustable oblique illumination to yield the larger angles [6].
Coherent illumination (lasers) are inevitable for holographic
recording. However, holographic display devices does not
necessitate holographic recordings to operate. An alternative
is to capture 3D scene information by non-holographic means,
and then compute holograms for the displays using appropriate
algorithms [9]. Efficient computational procedures are needed
for real-time video operation with refresh rates that are in the
order of many tens of frames per second for video operation
[10], [11]. Such computational algorithms are based on signal processing techniques, and many variants have emerged
[12]. Fortunately, coherence requirements during the display
are much less stringent. Even narrow-band, spatially filtered
(pin-hole) LED illumination is demonstrated to be adequate.
Multiple SLMs are used for color reconstructions [13], [14].
Current research is concentrating on novel efficient algorithm development using sophisticated signal processing
techniques, novel SLM devices with smaller pixel sizes and
larger arrays, better SLMs with properties like linear and large
dynamic range, novel rewritable polymer devices based on
nanotechnology to support large interference patterns with
high-resolution, and novel designs based on multiple SLMs
and time-multiplex methods.
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III. C ONCLUSION
Research in holographic video displays are gaining more
and more momentum. Currently, there are experimental
an limited-capability holographic display devices. However,
emerging techniques are expected to advance the state-of-the
art quite quickly. It will not be surprising to see successful
holographic displays which can support reasonable size ghostlike 3D reconstructions within a decade.
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